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1. Introduction
Welcome to your ICR Registry User Guide.
This guide is developed to assist Participant Organisations (Members) and Participant
Organisations Users (Users) in registering Projects and managing the lifecycle of International
Carbon Credits (ICCs).

1.1

International Carbon Registry (ICR)

The ICR provides Participants with an electronic registry platform for registering new climate
projects and issuing high-quality carbon credits.

1.2

Global Environmental Markets

The registry platform is designed and developed by Global Environmental Markets (GEM) and
electronically interfaced with Carbon Trade eXchange (CTX)

1.3

ICR Registry Functionality

The ICR registry is designed to verify and approve participants, register projects, record the
approval and issuance process of projects and their ICCs, store documentation, generate reports,
and ultimately manage the lifecycle of ICCs, including transfers, listing, and delisting on an
exchange for the sale, retirements, and cancellations. Registries and GHG programs are crucial
for avoiding double issuance, double counting, and double use.
The ICR Registry can be operated from any existing internet-connected computer and
electronically interfaced with exchange platforms.

1.4

ICR Registry Fundamentals

The registry has Members (participants organizations) who have users. Membership types have
a hierarchy of:
1. Registry – ICR Admin
2. GHG program – ICR program, Forest Carbon Code developed by the Icelandic Forestry
Service.
3. Organization: Entity, project proponent, project developer, market participant, general
organization, etc., within a GHG program.
A registry admin can create other members with a type lower in the hierarchy than their member
type. Members must be associated with one "parent" Member higher in the hierarchy: GHG
programs are associated with the registry by default, and organizations are associated with a
GHG program.
Users (individual user accounts) must be associated with one Member. Users have permissions
based on their roles. Roles fall into two categories: administrators and users. A user can have
more than one role so that for small organizations, one user may have full administrative rights.
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In contrast, in larger organizations, activities can be divided between administration and business
functions.
Projects are associated with and belong to members and are controlled by users with
authorization to administer them. Carbon credits (ICCs) belong to Members and maintain a
history that links to their creation, transfers, and ultimately retirement or cancellation. Credits
can be issued from a project, transferred between Members, bought and sold on an exchange or
over the counter, retired, or canceled.

1.5

Support

While this user guide should be quite simple to follow, if you require any assistance at all, please
don't hesitate to contact the support team:
Contact Person:

Administration Team

Email:

help@carbonregistry.com

1.6

Carbon Credit Registry Workflow

Review of available
methodology

Project

Project proponent

ICR Admin

VVB

Project description
according to
methodology

Early registration*

Choose VVB

Project validation

Continuous for the crediting period
Project registration
and issuance of ICCs
(Ex Ante) (Inactive)
with ICR

*Optional

Project operation

Project monitoring

End of crediting
period

Renew
crediting
period?

Verification of
mitigations

No

Issuance and/or
Activation of ICCs

End of project

Yes
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2. ICR Registry Homepage
2.1

Login

When logging on, the user must enter their user ID and password.
If the username or password fails 3-times in a row, the user's account is locked and can only be
unlocked by an administrator using the "Reset password" function. See Users for more
information.
A user can log in by following these steps:
•
•
•
•

Go to http://iceland.itmoregistry.net/ or from the registry menu
https://carbonregistry.com/
Click on Login shown on the top, right-hand side of the website's homepage.
Enter the Username and Password on the login page (2nd image below).
Click Login.

on

Figure 1: Front page
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2.2

Lost Password

Users can use the "Forgot Password" link if they forget their password. This will not unlock an
account that has been locked through login failures; if the user's account is locked and can only
be unlocked by an administrator using the "Reset password" function. See Users for more
information.
However, when used, it will reset the password to a new password that is emailed to the user.
When they log in, they should immediately set a new password. New passwords should contain
at least one upper case letter, one lower case letter, one number, and a minimum of 8-characters
to a maximum of 20-characters in length.
•
•

To reset a password from the login page, the user must enter their Username.
Click Forgot Password? (Circled in image).

Figure 2: Login dialog
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2.3

Projects

The public can view projects without having to log in to the registry.

Figure 3: View projects

They simply click on the relevant link on the login page (shown above). Please note that the public
can only view project details and search for a project. They cannot take any action unless they
have a valid user account and login into the registry.
Note: Only projects with a status of Under development, Under validation, Registered, Issuance,
Delisted, or Closed can be viewed by the public. The public can view the project information
(details, state, documentation 1, credit issuances, etc.).

Some documentation is disclosed as private, e.g. due to confidential nature, and thus not
publicly disclosed.
1
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Figure 4: Project view (public)
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2.4

Credits

The public can also view credits without logging into the registry. They simply click on the relevant
link at the bottom of the login page.
Please note that the public can only view a credit summary page and credit listings. They cannot
take any action unless they have a valid user account and login into the registry.

Figure 5: Credit view (public)
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3. Change Password
When logged in to the Registry, users can change their password by selecting Change Password
in the menu.
Once selected, the Change User Password screen will open and will prompt the user to enter
their existing password, their new password, confirm their new password, and then select
Submit.
Important Note: New passwords must contain at least one upper case letter, one lower case
letter, and one number. Passwords must be a minimum of 8-characters and a maximum of 20characters in length.

Figure 6: Change password
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4. Registry Members
4.1

Member Management

A higher-level administrator creates members, i.e., registry admin creates Participant
Organisation members (Members). Members Administrators can't create members but may
create new users for their organization.
Members have an associated administrator who is considered the primary contact for the
Member – known as the "DAR"; the Designated Authorised Representative. Generally, the first
user created for a Member account will be assigned the DAR during the account creation process.
See Users for details.
The registry admin manages members’ details and users for GHG program accounts, Participant
Organisation accounts, and users accounts, creating and managing projects and carbon credits
lifecycle.
Once created, Member's account can't be deleted. However, their status may be set to an
inactive state. See Member States below.
In the upper right corner of the front page, users can view their details, membership details, and
logout.

Figure 7: Member/user details

Members ID provided under Membership Details is the Account number for the organization
used to hold credits and transfer credits between participant organizations within the registry.
The status indicates if the account is active, inactive, or suspended.
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Account number

Figure 8: Updating Member details

Below members can access and edit information on exchange accounts linked to their account,
where they can list and sell their credits.

Figure 9: Exchange details

The address can be viewed and edited and provides information on Address type (physical or
postal), address, city, state/province, postcode, and country.
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Figure 10: Address and contact details

Finally, information on the account's primary contact for the organization (DAR) can be accessed
and edited in the contact details.
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5. Users
5.1

User Management

There are three types of member accounts under a
participant organization:
•

Participant Organisation.
o Project Proponent
o Market Participant
o General Organization

Figure 11: Relationship on Member account and user
account

Their level of access is different, but this user guide should provide an extensive guide of
functionalities. Participant organizations have, irrespective of Account type and purpose of their
membership.
The registry admin creates and manages user accounts for the Member account. The registry
admin can:
•
•
•
•
•

Add a user (see Create User).
Update a user.
Reset a user's password.
View a user.
Deactivate a user.

The DAR can further create and manage user accounts for the Participant Organisations account
by the same means.
The table of data at the bottom of the Manage Users screen defaults to show all users of the
Member. To manage a specific user, enter the relevant search criteria, and click Search.
Under the Action column > choose the required action from the drop-down menu (see image):
Update:
Reset Password:
View:

Update the changed details; click Save.
Reset a user's password 2.
View the details of the user.

A notification box appears to confirm the password reset. If yes is selected, this action can’t be undone, and
the user will receive an email with a new, temporary password that they can change when they login.

2
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Deactivate:

Deactivate a user account 3.

Figure 12: User management

5.2

User Statuses

Users can have the following statuses:
Unapproved: A user has applied to become a user and has not been approved.
Unapproved users can't log in.
Active: The user has been approved and the status is set to active by an administrator.
Active users can log in.
InActive: The user has been set to inactive by an administrator and can't log in. Note:
Users are not deleted; their status is set to "InActive.”

5.3

Designated Authorised Representative

Whenever a new Member account is created, a user account representative is created
immediately after the Member's account has been created. This is so they can create users and
perform actions in the Registry on the Member's behalf.
This type of user is known as a DAR – Designated Authorised Representative. To assign a user as
the DAR, simply tick the box during the user setup (see image).
•
•

•

Only one DAR can be set up per member account – an error message is received during
the user setup if a DAR already exists for that Member's account.
A user who is assigned to a member account as the DAR needs to be set up with the same
email address that the member account was set up with, otherwise, an error notification
will be received (see figure 13 below).
If Members want to change the DAR, they should advise with ICR Admin.

PROCEED WITH CAUTION. Do not deactivate a user without considering if he may be defied as a DAR (see
Create User).
3
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DAR Already Assigned

Figure 13: DAR Email to match Organisation

5.4

Manage / Modify Users

Users can view details of all users’ setup for the member. Users can modify most of their details
from their details in the top right corner but can't change their status, role, or user ID.
All users can modify their details by selecting Update User in the Action column. Only
administrators can change a user's role, and no one can change a user's username once it's been
created.

5.5

Create User

The user’s section refers to all the users associated with a the member.
The registry admin or the DAR can create a new user by clicking on "Add User.” When the user
details are saved, the user is created, and an email is sent to the user with their password.
 Registry admin can create users for any Member.
 Members administrators (DAR) can create users for their organization.
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Figure 14: Add user

Guidelines for creating a user:
Username: It must be unique, and it can't be modified once the user is saved for the first time
and should have the organization’s name plus the name of the user, i.e., "[Name of
organization][Name of user].”
User Type, National region/GHG Program, Organization: Select the type from the available dropdown list (greyed for member admins).
Email Address: Will be used for correspondence and system messages such as password resets
and second-factor authentication.
Mobile Phone: The number will be used for second-factor authentication.
Role: Establishes the user permissions. A user can have more
than one role (e.g., administrator and user); permissions are the
sum of all roles added to a user. Start typing in the role field for
the available roles to appear (Figure 15), then select the
appropriate role(s) being assigned.
Note: If organizations want to change the DAR, advise the
registry admin first.

Figure 15: Selecting roles for user

When all information has been entered, click Save to create the user.
Saving will validate the information and values entered, and if valid:
•
•
•
•

The user will be created in an Active state.
An email will be sent to the user's email address with a system-generated password.
The save action can't be reversed once it has been completed.
The Cancel button cancels all actions since the last save and returns to the previous page.

A user may be deactivated from the action pane. When deactivated, the user cannot log in to the
registry.
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6. Projects
Under projects, section proponents control and manage the projects that they are associated
with.

6.1

Add Project

Generally, the Participant Organisation will create a project by an user. However, the registry
admin can add a project, including updating the project status, information, and documentation
over its lifecycle. Further, the registry admin needs to approve any change of the status of
projects.
•
•

•

To create a new project, select Add Project.
All FOUR sections will need to be completed (see details below):
o Project Overview.
o Project Details.
o Project Location.
o Project Contact.
Click Save.
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Figure 16: Images show two sections: Project Overview and Project Details

6.1.1 Project overview
For the project proponents involved, the user needs to provide information about the project
owner and others involved. When there is more than one proponent, details of members with
an account within the registry shall be included by typing the proponent's name, which provides
all eligible project proponents in the ICR Registry. If the Project Proponent does not already hold
an account, they will need to create an account to be added to this database. See further Project
documentation.
The project's name shall be the same as is disclosed in the project documentation.
A short description of the project and its impacts shall be provided.
Note: if the project is a transition from an approved GHG program, the user must provide a link
to the registered project in the other registry.
6.1.2 Project details
The proponent needs to provide details of the project. For projects that are being registered
under the ICR Program, select "International Carbon Registry" and "International Carbon
20
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Credits" under "Credit Type.” Projects registering Icelandic afforestation projects select
"Icelandic Forest Carbon Code" and "Icelandic Forest Carbon Units" under "Credit Type.”
The sector of the project implementation that best describes the project needs to be provided.
The sectors are:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Energy industries (renewable-/non-renewable sources)
Energy distribution
Energy demand
Manufacturing industries
Chemical industries
Construction
Transport
Mining/mineral production
Metal production
Fugitive emissions from fuels (solid, oil, and gas)
Fugitive emissions from the production and consumption of halocarbons and sulphur hexafluoride
Solvent use
Waste handling and disposal
Afforestation and reforestation
Agriculture
Carbon Capture and Storage/Carbon Removal

To provide details of the applied methodology, the type shall be selected. In the project
methodology type, select "All," and for the "Methodology,” select the applied methodology. For
projects applying no specific methodology but conforming to ISO 14064-2 shall choose "ISO
14064-2".
If the project supports other benefits, they can apply for additional labeling, e.g., UN SDGs, and
CORSIA 4 and provide supporting evidence of conformity. Under Additional label, project
proponents choose additional labels for their projects relevant to the project.
The functionality of emissions mitigations included in Nations NDCs has not been implemented
yet and awaits further guidance from the UNFCCC.
Projects that have been granted national approval from host country authorities can be subject
to ITMO credits and/or CORSIA-approved credits. If a proponent has acquired national approval,
they should choose "Yes" for "Authorization for national Transfer.”
The "Project/Action Documents" are for the registry admin to confirm and change the project
status.
In "Project/Action Start Date,” projects confirm the commissioning date or the start of the
project’s operation.

4

Note: ICR is currently under assessment by the ICAO TAB for CORSIA approval.
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Under "Projected Volume of Credits,” proponents provide the estimation of the total amount of
mitigations of the project based on the Project design description for the crediting period.
Under "Issuance Timeframe,” proponents provide the issuance timeframe, generally the same
as the crediting period, which is provided under "Crediting period.”
Further, proponents need to provide the MRV cycle period, generally one year.
6.1.3 Project/Action Location
The proponent needs to provide information on the geographic location of the project. Address,
city, state/province, postcode, and host country are required information.

Figure 17: Location of project

Further information on geographical coordinates is required. To find coordinates, proponents
can click the "click here" button to see the map location of the project, as depicted below.
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Figure 18: Coordinates of the project

When the button is clicked, a new window opens with maps and coordinates.

Figure 19: Window for finding geographic coordinates

The proponent can type in the address and/or zoom in and scroll to find the project location.
Please use the left map for zooming and scrolling. When the correct location is found, the
proponent shall copy the latitude and longitude and paste them into the proper fields.
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Figure 20: Coordinates cont.
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6.1.4 Mailing Address
If the proponent has a different mailing address from the project location, they need to provide
information on the mailing address. If the address is the same, they can check the box and the
form automatically provides the project location.

Figure 21: Mailing address

6.1.5 Project contact
Here the proponent provides information about the project contact. Usually, the DAR is the
contact person for the project. The fields necessary to provide are the title (Mr./Ms.), name,
email address, phone number with country code, and alternative number, e.g., Skype, Whatsapp.
When all information has been provided and reviewed by the proponent, he may submit the
project for approval review by the registry admin. When the project has been submitted, it gets
a "Pending Approval" status.

Figure 22: Project contact details

When the project has been submitted, the proponent needs to provide necessary supporting
documentation depending on the implementation status as referred to in the ICR Process
Requirements, i.e., ownership proof, draft project description, etc.
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The registry admin reviews the application and supporting documentation for approval when all
documentation has been uploaded to the project.
When the project has been approved, the status of the project is updated, reflecting the current
status of the implementation, i.e., Under development, Under validation, and Registered.
To update the project's status, the proponent needs to provide documentation supporting the
status change by uploading relevant documentation, i.e., contact for validation, validation report,
monitoring report, etc.

6.2

Manage Projects

Projects create ICCs through the issuance process when they have completed registration.
The registry manages a project lifecycle through statuses and user permissions. Any user can view
the projects associated with their Member's account. Any level of member administrator can
start the process of registering a project. However, the final approval for the project and credit
issuances is the sole responsibility of the registry admin.
Project information is publicly available. Anyone can visit the registry, search for a project that
has a status of Under development, Under validation, Registered, Issuance, Delisted, or Closed,
and view its information (details, state, documentation, credit issues, etc.).
Note: Projects applying for registration are not publicly available until the registry admin has
approved them.

Figure 23: Project management view

From Projects, users may search all projects registered by the Member and/or export the data
to excel. To complete a search for a project, the Project Name, Participant Name, Project Status,
or Project ID is needed.
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6.2.1 Update Project
Once a project has been created, generally, by the proponent, information about the project can
be updated by an administrator with privileges or the registry admin.
To update/add documents to a project, select the appropriate action from the dropdown menu:
Update Project: Update the information for the project, e.g., address of the project.
Project Documents: This is where relevant information/documents/files can be added to
the project for others to view publicly or privately.
View Project: Overview of the project details.
Issue Credits: This is where credits can be issued against the project,
available when the project has completed registration.
Registry admin will update the project through each of the project statuses
until it reaches the credit Issuance stage (see Credits for details).
The project statuses are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Application Pending
Application Approved
Application Declined
Under development
Under validation
Registered
Issuance
Closed
Delisted
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Figure 24: Project progress

IMPORTANT NOTE: When a project status is changed to be at the Issuance stage, no further
changes can be made to the project information other than uploading documentation.
6.2.2 Project Documentation
This is where the records provide provenance for credits issued.
The registry records relevant supporting information and documentation for each project, such
as validation, monitoring reports, project design, and verification reports, so that supporting
information can be independently reviewed by ICCs users (offsetting organizations).
Users can add and remove documents for project issuances.
The type of files that may be uploaded are pdf, doc, Docx, RTF, eml, msg, Xls, xlsx, jpg, and png.
For projects to proceed in the registration process, they need to provide the necessary
documentation to support their progress as described in the ICR Process Requirements.
Select "Project Documents" from the Action pane to upload documents to the project.

Figure 25: Access to the project documents
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A project documentation site opens where documentation for the project is maintained. From
the "Upload Project Document," relevant documentation is uploaded.

Figure 26: Project document management

A dialog opens where documents and their category are selected. For each project, proponents
can choose if the documentation is intended to be publicly disclosed or maintained privately to
demonstrate conformance. See in ICR Process Requirements what documentation is required to
be publicly available. The proponent can further describe the details of the submitted
documentation. When the save button is clicked, the registry admin receives an automated email
indicating that documentation has been submitted.

Public or private

Figure 27: Upload of project documents
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When relevant documentation has been provided, the status of the project changes and reflects
the project's current status in the registration process—starting with the Early registration to the
complete registration and issuance phase of ICCs.
Application
declined

Application

Application
pending

Application
approved

Under
development

Under
validation

Registered

Issuance

Figure 28: Status progress

The registry admin updates the status subject to a request from the proponent, and the DAR
receives an email notification of any changes made to the status.
When the proponent has provided all required documentation for complete registration, e.g.,
PDD, proof of ownership, validation report, the project gets the status "registered.”

6.3

Issue Credits

After validation has been completed and documentation has been reviewed and approved, the
project can be set to the issuance stage and is allowed to issue ICCs Ex-Ante subject to limitations
according to ICR Requirement Documen and ICR Process Requirements.
Project credits are linked to a project issuance. Each block of credits is issued in batches and
represented by a serial number identifying the quantity of ICCs. ICCs can only be issued where
the project has an "issuance" status. See Credit Unit Serial Identifier for more details.
The registry admin handles requests from proponents for credit issuances. Credits are issued to
project proponents who are associated with the project. After credits have been issued against a
project, credits are then managed from Credits.
At any time after issuance, the public interface can be used to check a certificate number and
view the related issuance information, e.g., supporting documentation and credit status. See
Registry Homepage for details.
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Figure 29: Registry admin view during issuance
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7. Credits
7.1

Credit Lifecycle

Once issued, credits can be distributed, transferred, listed on an exchange, retired, or canceled.
Members of the registry can also bring credits into their registry inventory from an exchange
trading ICC credit. Credits have a status that reflects their position in the lifecycle.
After credits are issued, they are given a status that determines what actions can be performed
with them. See Credit Statuses.
Credits transferred
actvive
Yes
See project
flowchart

Transfer/List on
exchange

Credits transferred
inactvive

Confirm transfer

Active credits

Request activation

Pending active

Active

Pending retire/
cancel

Credits retired/
canceled

No

No
Project

Credits issued?

Yes

Active credits?

No

No
Retire/cancel

7.2

Active credits?

Yes

Credit Statuses

Credits are represented by an identifier representing one or more credits (see Credit Unit Serial
Identifier).
The credit statuses are:
Active: credits issued where mitigations are verified as active (Ex-Post), bought on an
exchange, and brought onto the registry as active.
Canceled: a registry admin has confirmed the cancellation of the credits.
Inactive: may be issued in a non–active state and represent mitigations that have not
been verified and based on estimation of mitigations (Ex-Ante).
Listed for Sale Active: active credits that have been listed on an exchange for sale.
Listed for Sale Inactive: credits listed for sale on an exchange but are currently inactive.
Pending Activation: credits where a member has applied to activate the credits. Once
conditions for activation are met (e.g., documentation uploaded and reviewed), a registry
admin confirms activation of the credits.
Pending Cancel: credits where a member has applied to cancel credits. Once conditions
for cancellation are met, the registry admin confirms the cancellation of the credits.
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Pending Delisted Active: active credits that have not been used or traded in an exchange
may be brought back to the registry as requested by the owner of the credits.
Pending Delisted Inactive: inactive credits that have not been used or traded in an
exchange may be brought back to the registry as requested by the owner of the credits.
Pending for Transfer: The credits owner has requested to transfer credits within the
registry or to an exchange account.
Pending Retire: credits where a member has applied to retire credits. Once conditions for
retirement are met, the registry admin can confirm the retirement of the credits.
Retired: a registry admin has confirmed the retirement of the credits.
Sold: credits have been sold on an exchange.
Transfer Cancelled: a transfer of credits was initiated, but the transfer was canceled.
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7.3

Credit Unit Serial Identifier

Each block of credits is issued in batches and represented by a serial number that identifies a
number of carbon credits and underlying attributes.
ICCs use the following scheme for credit identifiers:
Component
Registry

Order
1

Type
Letter

Length
6

Range
Alpha 6

Project country

2

Letter

3

ISO 3166-1 Alpha 3

Project country
dialing code

3

Numeric

3

1-999

Project ID

4

Numeric

7

1-9999999

Vintage (Year)
Type of credits
Project
Issue
number

5
6

Numeric
Letter

4
2

0000-9999
Alpha 2

7

Numeric

7

1-9999999

Unit serial start

8

Numeric

9

0-999999999

Unit serial end

7

Numeric

9

0-999999999

Comment
Fixed value. Unique registry identifier.
Three letter country code for the project
(e.g., Iceland is ICE).
Three digit country code for the project
(e.g., Iceland is 354).
Registry assigned identifier for the
project, unique in the registry.
The vintage year of the credits.
E.g., CC is Carbon Credits.
Registry assigned identifier of issuances,
unique for project.
Registry assigned range start for credits
for the project.
Registry assigned range end for credits
for the project

For example, ICR-ICE-354-40-2021-CC-1-000050000-000054999
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Registry: ICR
Project Country: Iceland
Project Country Code: 354
Registry Project ID: 40
Year of Issue: 2021
Credit Type: CC
Project Issuance Number: 1
Start Serial Number: 000050000
End Serial Number: 000054999 (i.e., 5,000 units)

7.4

Certificate Updates

Where a holder of credits wishes to distribute, trade, or retire fewer credits than are represented
by a certificate, new certificates are created, e.g., a certificate representing 1,000 credits may be
divided into two certificates for 500 credits due to the retirement of 500 ICCs as follows:
Original

ICR-PNG-456-2019-CC-3-000005476-000006475

New

ICR-PNG-456-2019-CC-3-000005476-000005975
ICR-PNG-456-2019-CC-3-000005976-000006475
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7.5

Credit Management

Credits are issued against a project by viewing the project summary and selecting "Issue credits"
from the action menu for the relevant project from the registry admin management view.
However, after credits have been issued against a project, credits are managed under Credits
from the Members account. To issue credits against a project, see Manage Projects > Issue
Credits.
The Member Credit Summary allows users to perform a search using one or a combination of the
following criteria and to click on Search:
Serial ID: The serial identifier of credits.
Credit Status: Search credits by their status.
Project: Lists all credits issued against a project.
Credit Type: Lists all types of credits in the registry.
Organization: Lists all credits issued against an organization (subject to disclosure).
Retired reason: List credits by retirement reason.
Action Management
•
•
•
•

To update the status of credits, enter the relevant search criteria or find relevant credits
from the list.
Select the credits and choose the ACTION from the dropdown list.
o This will result in the chosen information being displayed.
Complete the required details relating to the status change.
Click Save to complete the action required.
o An email is sent relevant to the action being performed.

NOTE: An alternate sort/search can be done by clicking on the title headings in the data grid. The
sort is available for: Serial ID, Project Name, Project Type, Issuance Period Start Date, Date of
Action, Status, or Credit Type.

Figure 30: Member Credit summary
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7.6

Issuance

The process of issuing certificates is called "Issuance.”
Issuance can only occur when a project has an appropriate state with supporting documentation
stored with the project. Only users with appropriate permission can issue certificates. However,
anyone can view the certificates issued for a project or search on a certificate to find the project
it's derived from. See Homepage > Credits.
Credits are issued to proponents with an "Inactive" status, and when mitigations have been
verified, they can be activated.
Note: Only active credits may be retired as mitigation outcomes of inactive credits have not been
verified.

7.7

Inactive

As stated above, credits are issued to proponents with an "Inactive" status.
Inactive credits have limited actions that can be performed in the Member Credit Summary grid
as they represent mitigations that have not been verified. Credits with an "Inactive" status can
have the following actions performed:
•
•
•
•

Apply Activate Credit.
Distribute Credits.
View Credit.
List for sale

Figure 31: Inactive issuance (Ex-Ante)

7.8

Distribute Credits

Where multiple participants are involved in a project, credits can be distributed among the
participants from one of the proponents issuing the credits.
Credits can only be distributed when they have a “ Inactive “ status and are conducted by the
registry admin.
From the Credits Management function to view a member's inventory of credits with appropriate
status and appropriate user permission, a "Distribute Credits" action is available.
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Selecting "Distribute Credits" displays a form that allows credits to be distributed to the related
project participants. Credits can only be distributed to members associated with the project and
can only be distributed once.
The number of credits to distribute to each participant is provided, and the registry admin
completes the distribution.

Figure 32: Distribution of credits (registry admin process)

7.9

Apply Activate Credit

Credits are issued with the status of "Inactive" (Ex-Ante). When mitigation outcomes have been
verified, members may request from the registry to activate issued credits and change their
element to Ex-Post. Members can request to activate credits from the registry. When a request
has been submitted, the credit status is set to "Pending Activation.”
A separate business process will then ensure the conditions for activation are met (e.g.,
verification of impacts, documentation) before the registry admin confirms and sets the credits
to "Active" state. Credits must be "Active" to be eligible for offsetting emissions, i.e. retirement.
To initiate the process, view the Member Credit Summary screen and select the "Apply to
Activate Credit" action for the relevant credits. A dialogue is presented for the user to set the
number of credits to activate. Click save to confirm the amount.
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Figure 33: Activation of credits

Note: When credits are issued Ex-Post, i.e., when mitigations have been verified, issuance and
activation coincide.

7.10

Active

"Inactive" credits, or credits with the status "Pending Activation," are activated upon submission
of relevant documentation and confirmed by the registry admin. When credits have been
activated, owners of ICCs can retire them and use them as offsets.

Figure 34: Credits pending approval of activation

7.11

Transfer Credit

Owners of credits can transfer their credits to another registry account or their exchange account
to list them for sale. To transfer credits to an exchange account, the Member must have an
associated exchange account with the details stored in their account profile.
To initiate the process, view the Member Credit Summary screen and select the "CTX List /
Transfer Credit" action for the relevant credits. A dialogue is presented for the user to set the:
•

Transfer Type (Exchange or Registry).
o If registry, enter the Registry Participant Account Number provided by the
counterparty.
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•
•

Number of credits to transfer.
Sale price (if exchange)

7.11.1 Transfer intra registry
Transfers are initiated from the Credit section, not the Transfer section. The Action pane is clicked
to start the transfer and "CTX list/Transfer" selected.

Figure 35: Transfer initiated

A dialog opens with the transfer details. The transferring Member needs to obtain the account
number from the counterparty and applies it to the "Registry Participant Account Number" field.
Further information on the number of credits to be transferred needs to be provided.

Figure 36: Transfer dialog from the Credit management

When the receiving account number and number of credits to be transferred have been
provided, the proponents click Transfer.

Figure 37: Transfer status of transfers
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When the sending Member has confirmed the credits transfer, they get a status "Pending for
Transfer" and await the receiving Member’s confirmation on the approval of the transfer.
The receiving Member gets informed of the transfer by email and confirms the transfer from the
Transfer section.
Under Transfers, the receiving Member can view the credits that await confirmation and that the
sender has confirmed the transfer.

Figure 38: Status of transfer seen from the receiving Member

From the action pane, the Member can view or confirm the transfer by updating the transfer.
When selecting "View" transfer, the receiving Member can view the details of the transfer, i.e.,
Project details, the number of credits, transfer date, sender, senders account and exchange
account number, and any comments provided.

Figure 39: Credit transfer details

When the receiving Member selects "update transfer," a dialog opens where he can approve or
cancel the transfer by selecting from the "Seller Transfer Status" dropbox and providing
comments on the transaction in the comment section and clicking "save" to confirm the
transaction.
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Figure 40: Confirmation of credit transfer by the receiving Member

7.11.2 List on exchange
Listing on an exchange is initiated by the same means as intra-registry transfers, but "Exchange"
is selected instead of "registry" in the type of transfer.

Figure 41: Listing on exchange

After transfer, the credits have a status of "Listed for Sale Active" or "Listed for Sale Inactive,”
depending on whether the credits were active or inactive when they were transferred.
If credits are listed for sale on an exchange, a message is sent to the exchange to list the credits
at the sale price. The status is updated in the credit record on the registry. Credits purchased on
an exchange may be deposited to the buyer’s account in the registry as Active credits.
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The exchange will collect the proceeds of the sale and distribute the proceeds to the proponent.
7.11.2.1

Apply Delist Credit

When a user requests to delist credits from an exchange, the Member selects "Apply to Delist
Credit" from the action menu.
A dialogue will open where the number of credits being delisted will need to be set. A notification
pop-up will prompt for the confirmation of the delisting from the exchange.
Upon completion of the form, the credit's status is set to "Pending Delisted Active" or "Pending
Delisted Inactive," depending on whether the credits were active or inactive.
7.11.2.2

Delist

Credits with a status of "Pending Delist Active" or "Pending Delist Inactive" can be confirmed by
a registry admin.

7.12

Apply Retire Credit

When a user requests to retire credits, the Member selects "Apply to Retire Credit" from the
action menu.
A dialogue will open and needs to be completed by entering the number of credits being retired
and the reason for retirement. A notification pop-up will prompt for the confirmation of the
retirement as the action cannot be undone. Upon completing the form, the credit's status is set
to "Pending Retire.”
When the conditions for retirement are met, the registry admin confirms and updates the status
to "Retired.” Once retired, no further actions are possible against those credits other than view.
Proceed with caution: selecting "Retire Credit" will initiate the retirement process. That means
when the "Retire Credit" action from the action pane is selected, and the dialog is saved, the
status of the credits is set to "Pending Retire," with the current date being added as the"
Retirement Date" in the credit summary. All retirements are, however, subject to registry admin
confirmation.
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Figure 42: Retirement process

7.13

Retired

Credits with a “Pending retired” status are retired by the registry admin when the retirement
conditions are met.
The registry admin confirms by selecting "Retire" in the action pane for the relevant credits. Once
retired, no further status change is permitted.

7.14

Apply Cancel Credit

When a user requests to cancel credits, the member selects "Apply to Cancel Credit" from the
action pane.
A dialogue opens and needs to be completed by entering the quantity of canceled credits and
the reason for cancellation. A notification pop-up will prompt for confirmation of the cancellation
as the action cannot be undone. Upon completing the form, the credit's status is set to "Pending
Cancel.”
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Figure 43: Cancel confirmation dialog

When the conditions for cancellation are met, the registry admin confirms and sets the status to
"Cancelled.” Once canceled, no further actions are possible against those credits other than view.
Proceed with caution: selecting "Cancel Credit" will initiate the Cancellation process. That means
when the "Cancel Credit" action from the action pane is selected, and the dialog is saved, the
status of the credits is set to "Pending Cancel," with the current date being added as the"
Cancellation Date" in the credit summary. All cancellations are, however, subject to registry
admin confirmation.

7.15

Canceled

Credits with a “Pending canceled” status are canceled by the registry admin when the
cancellation conditions are met.
The registry admin confirms by selecting "Cancel" in the action menu for the relevant credits.
Once canceled, no further status change is permitted.
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8. Fees
The registry has pre-defined fee types that are applied to member accounts.
Registry admin is the only ones who can edit the fees applied to a member account. Fees are
associated with each Member and are updated periodically.

8.1

Fee Types

The registry has pre-defined fee types that are applied to members’ accounts. The below table
provides a brief explanation of the fee types and when the fee is charged. Fees are applied at
the Registry level.
Fee Type
Activation Fee 5
Account Fee
Issuance Fee
Project Fee

5

Description
Activation of credits.
Annual membership fee.
Issuance of credits.
Fee for project review.

Only for Ex-Ante issuances.
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9. Transfers
Credits can be transferred to another account within the registry or listed for sale on an exchange
account. If listing on an exchange, the Member must have an associated exchange account with
the account details stored in their registry account profile.
Under the Transfer, section Members can find a list of transfers of their credits and see the status
of all transfers. Under transfers, Members can further approve and/or cancel transfers initiated
by them or a counterparty as discussed under Credits.

Figure 44: Transfer status

IMPORTANT NOTE: Transfers of credits can only be viewed from the Transfer Management
screen, but all transfers of credits are initiated via the Credit Summary screen (see Credits for
details).
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